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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
       Based on discussion on analysis result on simulation analysis and 
ekperiment analysis, can be take several conclusion: 
1) For FFD method in numerical simulation resulted in f1 = 1.757%  and f2 = 
0.462% differences in predicting the frequency , mode1 = 2.06% and 
mode2= 5.17 % differences in predicting modeshape and damping at 16% 
and 3% difference. 
2) For FFD method in eksperimental model resulted in f1 = 6.31%  and f2 = 
7.73 % differences in predicting the frequency , mode 1= 201.63% and 
mode2 = 156.77% differences in predicting mode shape. 
3) From simulation analysis of FDD, it can be concluded than FFD method is 
very accurate (less than 5 percent difference) to predict the frequency and 
mode shape of structure in idealized environment and fairly good for 
predicting damping at maximum 16% difference. 
4)    From eksperimental analysis, it can be concluded than FFD method on 
experimental model is fairly accurate (less than 10 percent difference) to 
predict the frequency of the structure. But for mode shape of structure the 
difference from target is very big, therefore can be concluded that FFD 
method cannot detect these property in the data. 
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5.2 Suggestions 
       Based on discussion on analysis result on simulation analysis and 
ekperiment analysis, several point can be improved in this research: 
 The damping of structure have not been calculated therefore cannot be 
compared with FDD data, More stuctrure data such as damping should be 
calculated to be compared with the result of FDD method. 
 FFD method is accurate in idealized environment with clean signal and 
random distribution therefore with better quality data the result can 
significantly improve. 
 Processing method to improve the quality of data is needed such as detrend, 
denoising algorithm, and filtering algorithm for the data. 
 The source of the random vibration can be changed to simulate more 
realistic load on building such as loading vibration or wind vibration. 
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INPUT SIMULATION 
(thesis_model.m) 
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ANALYSIS SIMULATION 
(solveFDD_simulation.m) 
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INPUT EXPERIMENTAL 
(data_procces.m) 
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ANALYSIS EXPERIMENT 
(solveFDD_experiment.m) 
 
